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Debra: This is Debra Ruh, and you're listening to Human Potential at Work.  Today, I am 

interviewing Emma Claire.  She's a Millennial, age 25, that's on an extraordinary 

journey.  Emma was diagnosed with breast cancer about a year ago.  Not only is 

she dealing with that, but she wants to make sure that other women, especially 

Millennial women, know the signs and the things to look for, but also have 

positive body image. 

 So Emma, welcome to the program.  

Emma: Hi, Debra, thanks for having me.  Hello, everyone.  I am just going to talk to guys 

a little bit today about how I've been able to stay body positive throughout this 

process and how I've used Instagram and other forms of social media to show my 

journey and learn about other peoples' journey on my way.  

Debra: So I know that you sort of used social media as a form of therapy, really.  

Emma: Definitely, definitely.  It has been a huge thing for me, being able to -- because 

some days you look in the mirror and you're not feeling yourself so much those 

days, and other days I did feel good about myself.  Especially losing your hair, 

just going through the process, trying to beat cancer. 

Debra: And so, Emma, as you walk this process, what age were you when you were 

diagnosed with breast cancer, and tell us a little bit about the breast cancer.  

Emma: Okay.  I was 24.  I had just moved to New Orleans, was trying to start my life 

over, start a new chapter, and had to immediately move back home just because 

that's where all my family is, down here in Richmond, Virginia.  It's just where 

my whole family is situated.  So it was easier to just move back and start that. 

 It was really hard at first.  It caught me by surprise completely.  I was not 

expecting my life to go that way.  But it has yielded, at least posting through 

Instagram, talking about it to other people, being able to meet other people my 
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age has been a huge thing for me, especially through Instagram.  Because 

everyone else I had met before that was much older.  That's what I thought when I 

first got breast cancer was that, oh, young people don't get it.  Or either kids get 

cancer, you see a lot of that, or people in their 40s, usually.  But that's how 

Instagram helped me, being able to stay body positive, not just through posting 

pictures of myself but through meeting other people online and being able to hear 

their story and to exchange information on how to deal with different things that 

are happening to your body.  

Debra: Right.  And I know that you've posted some pictures as you were going through 

this process.  You posted, I think, some really beautiful pictures of your breasts, 

and with bows and stuff on it, and just really honoring your body.  I thought it 

was really beautiful.  And I know that you got a few pushbacks from people 

saying, oh, you shouldn't be posting that, but it was your way of really owning 

honoring your body and your walk. 

Emma: Exactly.  Thank you so much.  Those are all taken on my iPhone.  But yeah, it's 

just a thing that I would do when I would start to feel bad about myself or I when 

I would have to go through something different.  Every time I went to chemo, I 

would take a pictures.  And kind of, it's been great to look back on now, now that 

I've thankfully gotten through chemo.  It's a document to see where you are and 

being able to hear other people.  They say nice things.  And some people didn't 

say nice things, but that's just people.  That's the internet.   

Debra: That is the internet, and that's social media, too.  And as we say, don't feed the 

trolls.  We're doing this interview a couple of days after we had our election, and 

the American people voted in Donald Trump.  I was trying not to post anything 

negative out on social media.  I was trying to be supportive of our democratic 

process.  But I had posted something about the Americans with Disabilities Act, 

and somebody said something nasty and I looked at it and I thought, yeah, listen 

to your advice.  Don't feed the trolls. 

 I think that social media can be used for such great social good, and the work 

you're doing, it really touched my heart.  I know one of your best friends is Emily 

Ha and Emily was telling me about your journey and I thought, in the first place, 

she's too young to have to go through this journey.  But who knows why we go 

through what we go through.  Your life was going in one direction, you had it all 

figured out at the tender age of 24, and then life said, surprise, this is what we're 

going to do instead. 

Emma: Yeah, definitely, definitely.  It definitely threw me for a loop.  It was pretty much 

a heartbreaking experience, but I have to say it's helped me grow a lot faster, a lot 

quicker.  I was kind of a hot mess before all this went down, but it has definitely 

helped me grow and be better.  But social media also, it helps you on not feeling 

alone.  That's something I felt in the beginning, where everyone that was trying to 
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talk to me or that my family members knew or friends knew, it was their moms or 

their grandmothers that had gone through this, which it's horrible at any age, I'm 

sure, but I felt just much more alone.  I was single.  I have a strong family, but a 

lot of my friends had moved away so it was hard starting over, pretty much, again.  

But Instagram was able to help, I guess, bring me back and make me feel better 

because I was able to reach out to other young people go through it, and older 

ones as well, just who we could just exchange information and post pictures and 

support each other.  

Debra: Right.  This is a very small story compared to the journey that you're on, but we 

had a pretty big earthquake here in Virginia and we were having these trembles.  I 

remember one night we had one and it woke me up and my husband was sleeping 

and my daughter was sleeping, but I was just scared.  Something inside me, real 

primitive, was really afraid.  I got up and I got on social media and I started 

saying, anybody else feel that?  And all these people from all over the area were 

like, yeah, I felt it.  And I didn't feel so much alone, knowing those people were 

out there.  It really helped me overcome that little fear.  

Emma: Yeah, exactly, that's good.  

Debra: So tell me about some of the pictures that you've posted and why you've posted 

them.  

Emma: Mostly when I started really posting was when I started losing my hair.  As a 

woman, I felt like it was such a huge part of who I was and a lot of my identity 

was in my hair.  And you don't lose your hair on your head; you lose all the hair 

on your entire body.  

Debra: I didn't know that.  

Emma: It's kind of crazy.  Some days I felt like Vin Diesel in a way, where I felt on top of 

the world, I felt like I looked so edgy and like I came out of the Matrix, but 

sometimes you feel like Gollum and you just can't even look at yourself in the 

mirror.  It's crazy.  You lose your eyebrows, even your nose hairs.  

Debra: Wow.  

Emma: Breathing becomes different.  It's insane what happens.  

Debra: And so what about the energy level and everything?  The chemotherapy and 

everything, how did that impact you being able to just trying to live a normal life? 

Emma: I had to not work for a few months, just because it was so debilitating and 

exhausting.  My whole body just felt exhausted all the time.  I slept all the time.  I 

felt like a cat walking around the house, constantly just crawl onto the couch, 
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sleep, wake up, eat something, go crawl back into my bed and sleep.  It was just a 

long, hard experience. 

 But I definitely thank my friends and my social media and definitely my family, 

more than anything, for getting me through that.  It's just nice being able to look 

back at those pictures and seeing how far I've been able to come since then.  

Debra: So how is your life different?  I often hear people that go through something 

really, really tragic and tough, and maybe tragic isn't the right word, but such a 

tough journey, that once they come out on the other end, they've learned so many 

things that they wouldn't trade the journey.  What do you have to say about your 

journey and anyone else that might be walking this journey?  

Emma: To be truthful, I wouldn't wish this on my worst enemy, frankly, just because how 

hard it is, not just on you but on the people you love and on your family, because 

they make life worth living.  

Debra: I really wanted to tell Emma's story because, yeah, it's a tough story to tell, she's 

walked a really tough path, but what she's doing for herself and for other young 

women and women of all ages, I mean, I'm in my late 50s and her story of 

empowerment, it's very beautiful.  And the pictures that she's posted on her 

Instagram, it's a really cool site and we want to make sure that you have all that 

information so you can follow her.  

But it's a story of really owning your power.  And I think often, as women, we 

don't own our power.  We just don't own our power.  I remember one time, I went 

to this big women's conference and there were 75 top leaders and blah, blah, blah.  

I was very honored to be part of it, but somebody had said, we really need to take 

this group -- and a lot of the women were in their 40s and 50s -- and we need to 

mentor Millennial women.  And about five of the women said, I'm not going to 

mentor Millennial women; they're a bunch of brats and they're always on social 

media and they're anti-social.  I just was shocked.  I was so shocked. 

 And I called them on it.  I said, are you kidding me?  Really?  You don't think that 

it's appropriate for women of our age to reach out to Millennials, to mentor them 

and help them and learn from them?  Because I'm not just teaching you, Emma, 

you're teaching me here.  And so we are women.  Women should be supporting 

each other, especially this journey we just walked with the presidential situation.  

So women must support women. 

 And so I know this is tough to talk about, Emma, and I know you've been very 

strong, but I believe you have a beautiful story and I want to make sure we really 

capture your story.  So I appreciate you being brave enough to really talk about 

this.  
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Emma: Thank you.  It's just a little rough sometimes talking about it.  I've been doing 

burlesque for two years before I got sick and I had to kind of take a break from it 

during it, just because of how exhausting it was, and now I'm going to make my 

return again soon, in about two weeks.  I'm super excited to start doing it again.  

After having gotten my double mastectomy and my reconstruction is done, I still 

have to do my radiation, which is about 30 days I go in every day and they radiate 

the area to try and make sure I don't get a reoccurrence, so I don't get cancer 

again.  But my positivity is just something that I really feel like I now have to -- 

before, I stood for body positivity, but now with my -- I have very large scars on 

my breasts.  I feel like it's way more important now, not just for me but for other 

people who have gone through this.  You can still feel attractive -- I'm sorry, it's 

just hard for me to talk about.  

Debra: It is, and I appreciate you being so brave, because you don't know whose life 

you're going to touch, by talking about this story.  So Emma, you were 24 years 

old.  How did you figure out that something was wrong? 

Emma: I actually felt nothing at all.  I felt normal.  We found a lump in my breast, but 

even my gynecologist was like, you probably don't have cancer.  But my 

gynecologist had gone through breast cancer about two years ago, so she was way 

more intense than I was about it, to go to a radiologist, to go get checked.  And 

my radiologist also had a bad feeling.  The lump came back benign, but thankfully 

without her, I would not be alive right now. 

 She took me in and told me to get a mammogram, which you have to sign for.  

Usually you're not allowed to get those until you're about 30 or 40, and she 

decided that she wanted to give me one because she had a bad feeling.  Her and 

my nurse, who is literally named Angel, and so thankful for all of them.  As soon 

as they did my mammogram though, it came back, it was everywhere.  To be 

truthful, I felt worst for my mom who was in the room with me when they told 

me.  She had to stay strong because I was busy crying, but she -- 

Debra: She loves you.  

Emma: She does.  She does love me, and that was when I found out and I moved back 

immediately, started treatment immediately.  They found more of it as they did a 

PET scan, which is a larger scan, but thankfully it only spread to some lymph 

nodes so it hadn't gone to my organs yet.  But yeah, I was a stage IV, which is 

what I now have found out.  

Debra: Yeah, and that's a really scary stage, stage IV. 

Emma: Yeah. 

Debra: What's interesting -- there's so many things that are interesting about your 

journey.  It's a journey of strength, and it doesn't mean you're not afraid.  It's a 
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journey of empowerment.  But the women that surrounded you, the women that 

had the gut instinct that even though the results were saying one thing, I mean, 

that's really fabulous.  And to have an angel.  It sounds like you had a lot of 

angels, including your mom and the rest of your family watching over you. 

Emma: Exactly.  No, it was such a -- thinking about it now, it's overwhelming at times to 

still think that I never thought any of this would happen to me.  I also was never 

avidly checking, though.  Even though my grandmother had breast cancer when 

she was 30, I should have been way more weary.  It caught my doctors by 

surprise, it caught me, of course, by surprise, but thankfully, I had all of them to 

find it.  They immediately were ready to fight it head on, including my family.  

Debra: So Emma, you had a double mastectomy.  And so tell us about that.  I mean, tell 

us, if you're comfortable, the journey of losing your breasts and reconstruction.  

You had mentioned before the interview, somebody making a comment about the 

breasts you used to have, I guess, and the things that people say.  Just amazing.  

Emma: Yeah.  So before I had my double mastectomy, I'd say I was about a 34D.  I was 

very comfortable with my breasts.  I was happy with them.  I just was happy in 

general about it.  But knowing when I went into it in the beginning, they told me I 

was going to have to get a double mastectomy, it was kind of hard to hear that at 

first but I immediately was like -- living was way more important to me and to my 

family than having that. 

 But I had a great plastic surgeon, or I thought she was great until -- I had recently 

gone to see her.  We did a procedure where it was a nipple-sparing double 

mastectomy, so I still have my nipples.  They were able to save them.  They 

completely take everything else out, though, so it's not like they really have 

feeling.  But also, the scars are underneath them.  They're just a large scar, but 

they hide another scar that I have.  The thing is, I liked my plastic surgeon a lot 

until she had a comment to stay to me last time whenever I was kind of -- we were 

just talking, because I'll pretty much have to see her for the rest of my life, which 

I was happy with her until she had a comment to say. 

 I was telling her about something I wanted to do with my new breasts, being like, 

oh, I wish we'd gone saline instead of silicone, but she had a side comment to say, 

where she told me, well, your old breasts, they weren't very attractive at all.  And 

I was like, well, it's not really about you or about that.  It's about how I want to 

feel in my own body.  Just because what you find attractive is different than what 

I find attractive.  

Debra: Right, and what are we telling women, telling them their breasts are unattractive?  

I remember very distinctly, I have always had large breasts and I had a boyfriend 

who I did not marry, and he said, oh, have you ever heard of the pencil test.  That 

if you can hold a pencil up with your breasts, then they're saggy.  And I was like 
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19 years old.  Why would people take the time, especially somebody that's 

supposed to love you, to try to make you feel bad about your breasts and what 

they look like?  Or any other part of your body. 

 Who's to say one breast is attractive or not?  A plastic surgeon, I'm sorry, I don't 

agree with you that you are the ultimate authority on that.  

Emma: No, no, definitely not.  Also, going back to internet trolls, yeah, I've had to deal 

with a lot of people.  I've been posting pictures of my breasts online but blurring 

out the nipples, obviously, because Instagram has rules and one of them is a 

female can't show her nipple on any picture or they'll get taken down.  So I've 

been posting pictures of them, not just of them but of the process of getting -- they 

had to stretch the skin back out after your double mastectomy, to stretch it out to 

the size you want, using expanders, and how crazy that is alone, because they feel 

like rocks and you can't sleep normal. 

 Just posting pictures online about it, just so that people -- so other people my age 

can know -- they've seen their grandmother go through it, but I know their 

grandmother wasn't telling them everything, and I think letting people know it's a 

process, it's long, but it's worth it at the end.  But seeing the internet trolls posting 

all these mean things about trying to call me -- some of them were hilarious, but a 

lot of them were just sad.  Of course, they came from profiles where they had 

private profiles where you couldn't see anything.  

Debra: Trolls, trolls, trolls.  So my job as a troll is to do whatever I can to make 

somebody else feel bad about themselves.  Well, I think that's not the life I 

choose.  So speaking of that, we've talked about this really hard, difficult journey, 

and as you can hear, at times it's difficult for Emma to talk about it, but she's so 

brave that she's willing to talk about it on social media and she's willing to really 

talk about it so that other women, maybe she can save their lives.  

So let's move on a little bit and talk about the empowerment.  So you mentioned 

burlesque.  So let's talk a little bit about burlesque.  So I will tell you in my 

generation, I used to think burlesque was just stripping and things like that, and I 

learned this a while back, that it's really more about art and expressing yourself.  

Emily took me to a burlesque show, and I thought it was so much fun, so 

interesting and so brave.  Because some of the performers were older women and 

not all of them were a size 6, and I just thought it was really beautiful, the time 

that these performers took to express themselves.  

Emma: Yes, no, exactly.  I started burlesque a few years ago, just because I went to a 

deco ball that we had in the area that was to support the Byrd Theater actually, to 

raise money for it, and they had a burlesque show, burlesque performers.  And 

they were performing and I was just in awe of the glamour and the big feathered 

fans and all the bedazzled clothing and I just was fascinated by it, because I'd 
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worked in a vintage store for a long time and it just felt right.  But as I got to 

know burlesque, I realized it was so much more than that.  It was about being 

body positive.  Other people who I'd known had gone through things, they do take 

off their clothes but sometimes it'd be more humorous or it'd be more 

empowering.  

I've done it before and my first show coming up will be my first show after my 

mastectomy, after my reconstruction.  Truthfully, I'm extremely nervous, but I'm 

excited because I just feel like I have something that just needs to be expressed, 

that people need to see that you can still be -- I can still feel good about myself 

enough to go out there and to show them what I've got.  

Debra: And so you're showing them who Emma is.  

Emma: Exactly.  

Debra: I would assume Emma has changed and matured and become more empowered, 

and maybe more realistic, and I probably could throw in a lot of other things 

because this is a difficult journey for anybody to walk.  But at 24 or 25 years old, 

that's not supposed to happen, we think.  

Emma: Yeah.  But it does, and just got to roll with the punches.  I feel like it's definitely 

helped me grow, in so many ways.  Again, I'd say I would never, ever wish this 

upon my worst enemy.  Literally, anytime I hear anyone having cancer, it breaks 

my heart.  It's the hardest thing to go through, knowing that your body is turning 

on you, essentially.  But it's been such a good, intense journey as well, just being 

able to meet all these other people.  I've made friends all over the country now, 

that I'm so excited to meet in the months coming up when I plan on traveling 

around a bunch more, and help me figure out who my real friends are and 

strengthening my bonds to my family.   

Debra: Well and also, has this changed the direction that your life is going to go career-

wise?  Because I know that you are, in my words, a social media sensation.  I 

know you have a lot of followers in Instagram and on Facebook.  And I know you 

want to speak more about your journey, and sometimes you have to take a breath, 

right, and deal with the emotions, because this is pretty raw.  This is pretty new, 

still.  But I've talked to you before, because I do a lot of speaking engagements, 

and I'd really like to get you to the stage to be speaking for thousands and 

thousands of people, because I think you have a really beautiful story to tell. 

 So how is this going to change your journey?  

Emma: Now that I'm starting to feel a bit more like myself, a lot stronger, and now that 

I'm nearing the end, at least hopefully, of this journey, helping fellow Millennials 

is definitely something that's high on the list of things I want to do, especially 

assessing their risk of breast and ovarian cancer, and genetic testing I feel like is 
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very important, and that too many people my age, younger and older, don't think 

about.  We're all too busy living our lives, going about our day-to-day, not always 

thinking about ourselves and our health.  Especially just checking your breasts for 

lumps, just a simple thing that you can do that's easy, doesn't cost anything.  But 

there's also places like BrightPink.org, which I love them a lot because they're not 

too pushy.  They just want everyone to be aware and be aware of their risks and to 

assess and make sure that they're taking care of themselves.  

Debra: And so one thing I think you could add a lot of value to the conversations, first of 

all, Millennials do need people that are leaders for them and I think you are one of 

them.  And we need to be mentors to each other, and I know that your story 

touched me from the second that I heard about it, and I thought, what a really 

strong young woman.  And so I want to make sure you have a platform, so I sort 

of almost bullied you to be on the program.  

Emma: No, no, no, thank you so much for having me.  You have an amazing story, so I 

was honored when you even asked me to be on this.  

Debra: Well, I think we all have to support each other, but I just feel a real sense that I 

need to do a good job of supporting women, especially Millennial women that are 

going to -- we're turning the reigns over, and there's a lot of mess in the world 

now.  Sorry.  And so I'm really looking forward to talking to Emma on stage in 

the future and I'm going to write a blog about her, and I want to make sure that 

you all know how to follow Emma and learn about her work.  I'm hoping that 

Emma is going to consider writing a book about her journey.  I think she has a lot 

to say.   

And I also encourage you, if you want a really good speaker, to consider Emma.  

You can get in touch with her on social media and you can also come to me.  My 

information is at the end of the program, and I will connect you with Emma.  But 

I think her voice needs to be heard all over the world.  So I hope you join me in 

making sure that Emma's story is heard, because not only is she saving her own 

life but she can save a lot of other peoples' lives.  

 So Emma, tell us how they can follow you and learn more about your work.  

Emma: Hi, so definitely there's only two forms right now.  I'm definitely going to get up 

at least a website soon, but you can find me on Facebook at EmClaire and my 

Instagram, you can contact me through that, that's where I usually am, it's 

RussianVamp.  

Debra: Now let me ask you, why is it RussianVamp?  

Emma: Well, I have a very distinctive last name that I can't say over the air.  It's be much 

easier to find me that way, but also Russian because of my heritage.  I do have a 

genetic condition that made me more prone to breast cancer, through my Russian 

http://www.brightpink.org/
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heritage, but it's an important part of who I am, even though it didn't help me out 

in some ways.  And vamp, just because I work at a vintage clothing store, I'm a 

huge advocate for buying vintage just because it's economical and good for the 

environment and I've been collecting it since I was in high school. 

Debra: Right.  And it's a way you express yourself, just like you're expressing yourself 

through your art, through the social media and through the burlesque.  So I know 

that you're still on this journey and it's a tough journey, but I really applaud you 

for reaching out and helping so many other people.  Your story has touched me.  I 

know it's going to really touch the listeners, and we're all rooting for you.  So we 

really want to hear more from you, Emma Claire.  Thank you so much. 

Emma: Thank you.  Thank you, Debra.  

Debra: This is Debra Ruh.  If you want to explore building your brand, your business and 

having greater social impact, I invite you to reach out to me on my website, at 

www.RuhGlobal.com, or on most social media platforms at Debra Ruh.  My 

services include strategic consulting, speaking and influencer marketing.  I like to 

work with brands that are having positive social impact.  Thank you.  

http://www.ruhglobal.com/

